DEPT./BOARD: Sidewalk Study Committee

DATE: 6/17/2019

TIME: 7:00 P.M.

PLACE: Town Hall Annex Basement

Agenda:

1. Public Participation
2. First Reading of Sidewalk Committee Results Document
3. Prepare for Feedback Session
4. Approval of Minutes
5. Adjournment
TOWN OF Burlington

Meeting Posting

Email Posting to meetings@burlington.org or Bring to the Clerk’s Office. Thank you
Notice of Public Meeting – (As required by G.L. c. 30 A, c. §18-25)

BURLINGTON SIDEWALK COMMITTEE MINUTES
June 17, 2019,
Town Hall Annex

In attendance: Chr. Steve Morin, Christine Warren, Adam Senesi, Millie Nash plus residents John and Bud Larson

John and Bud Larson joined our discussion of Cambridge St. problem areas—and agreed to walk/report on problem areas by June 26 (The Larsons from northern border to Skilton Lane;

Adam from Skilton to Arlington Rd. and Steve from Arlington Rd. to the Woburn line). Our report back to Rep. Ken Gordon will include a description of what’s wrong, as well as noting that the town takes better care of its “gateway” streets than does the town of Cambridge St.

The remainder of our meeting worked on finalizing our report—both for the June 18th forum (in the School Committee Room, beginning at 7 p.m., and our September Town Meeting. Included should be acknowledgment of our help throughout our work; an introduction (Adam) on how the committee began; the background (Chris); survey results (Steve and Chris); and recommendations* (Steve). Appendices should include survey results with pie-chart presentation and a sampling of “Notable Quotes.”

The forum of June 18 is hopeful of getting feedback. (BCAT is not available to present live, but the forum will be recorded and presented later.)

*Recommendations should include top priority streets (from various sources), the forming of a permanent sidewalk committee, and working with the state to clarify and remedy Cambridge St. sidewalk issues (including infrastructure).

——submitted by Millie Nash